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1. Introduction 
 

This master's thesis concentrates on the role of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in 

international development. Its possibilities and limitations are brought into focus 

through a case study in Uruguay, where a partly Finnish-owned forestry company is 

building a pulp mill. Even though there are a number of critical views among the 

academic research community about the impact of foreign investments and economic 

growth, the role of foreign investments and transnational corporations in the economic 

growth of developing countries went somewhat unquestioned for a long time (Evans 

1985, 194). However, the impacts of transnational corporations, foreign direct 

investments or even development aid on the societies of their host countries, especially 

their economic growth, are all but straightforward (e.g. Evans 2008, Caselli & Feyrer 

2007, Young 1991). 

 

Corporate social responsibility has been presented both as a sustainable way of doing 

business and at the same time promoting international development. Whether or not this 

picture is accurate, it is certainly true that business and development have become 

intertwined, not least because of the growing presence of transnational corporations in 

developing countries. Statements made by the World Bank concerning CSR and 

development, which explicitly state that “the commitment of business to contribute to 

sustainable economic development […] in ways that are both good for business and 

good for development” exemplify the significance the connection between the two 

(Blowfield 2005, 515). CSR is an ambiguous and much debated term
1
, which 

nevertheless found its way to the vocabulary of most multinational corporations. At the 

same time supranational attempts to standardize it and make its impacts more effective 

                                                 
1
 Corporate social responsibility generally refers to business practices that aim to improve corporate 

performance in social, environmental and economic areas. Perhaps the most precise definition is the one 

used by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development: “the continuing commitment by 

business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life 

of its workers…as well as the local community and society at large (Watts 2005, 393)”. Even though 

vague, it provides a decent enough framework for the purposes of my thesis. 
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have been produced (Crane et al. 2009, Levy and Kaplan 2009).  

1.1 Case and relevance 

 

My thesis focuses on the social responsibility work of Montes del Plata, a Uruguayan 

based forestry company that in its own words “is committed to managing its business in 

a socially, environmentally and economically responsible manner in order to meet the 

demand for products made from renewable raw materials” (Montes Del Plata 2010). It 

has been both greeted and criticized by actors in the Uruguayan society and abroad. 

 

In this case, a partly Finnish-owned company Montes del Plata has been chosen as a 

suitable case study. It is a joint venture between a Finnish multinational pulp and paper 

company Stora Enso (SE, which interestingly is partly owned by the Finnish state) and a 

Chilean forestry company Arauco. The company is currently building a large-scale 

state-of-the-art pulp mill in the department of Colonia, Uruguay. In addition, the 

company owns vast areas of land around the country that are partly used as fields for 

eucalyptus plantations. 

 

In the beginning of 2011 it was announced that Montes del Plata would commence the 

construction of a pulp mill with a 1.3 million ton capacity in Punta Pereira, Uruguay. 

The project also includes the construction of a deep-water port and a power plant. The 

location had been already considered by Ence, whose operations SE and Arauco had 

acquired in 2009. According to SE, the economic impact on Uruguay’s GDP will be 2% 

once the constructions are finished, and the mill is estimated to employ up to 500 people 

(Stora Enso 2010; Stora Enso 2011b). 

 

Montes Del Plata is owned by SE and Arauco by equal 50% shares. The company holds 

around 134.000 hectares of forested lands in the departments of Colonia, Durazno, 

Flores, Florida, Paysandú, Río Negro, Rivera, Soriano and Tacuarembó, and owns a 

further 100.00 hectares of protected and 16.000 hectares of land suitable for planting. 

Like SE, Montes del Plata claims to “commit itself to the principals of social, 

environmental and economic sustainability” (Montes del Plata, 2012).  
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The construction site is in the archipelago of the river Rio del Plata, nearby the small 

town of Conchillas. The future location of the pulp mill is no accident; MDP is 

following the plans drawn by Ence, a Spanish company whose operations in Uruguay 

were bought by SE and Arauco. According to Kröger, Ence had previously planned to 

build a smaller mill in Fray Bentos but chose to look for a more convenient location 

after the turmoil caused by the construction of Botnia’s mill (Kröger 2007, 24). During 

its construction phase (up until 2008) the project drew controversy from the Argentinian 

side, which eventually escalated into a political conflict at the highest level between the 

countries, not least because of the Finnish state being a shareholder in SE (e.g. Kröger 

2007, Pakkasvirta 2008a). Reasons causing the conflict have been argued to comprise of 

economic, nationalistic and historical interests and veiled in environmental campaigning 

(Pakkasvirta 2008a).  

 

The case in point is a timely topic since no first hand research has been (yet, at the time 

of starting my thesis) conducted concerning the project. Forestry conflicts in Latin 

America have been studied to some extent, but literature binding forestry and CSR 

without the conflict aspect is harder to come by. Kröger has noted that conflict absence 

has not been studied to a degree, which makes offering causal explanations of conflicts 

difficult (Kröger 2013b, 29). 

 

The idea of corporate social responsibility has gained broader public attention since the 

mid-90s. Whether this is due to globalization, the rise of consumer awareness or 

possibly both (or something else entirely), corporations have had to adapt to increased 

expectations towards their accountability. The idea is far older though, dating back to 

the 1930s (Carroll, 1999, 269). The term itself – corporate social responsibility – 

appears to speak for itself: corporate action that is in some way socially responsible. A 

closer inspection reveals however that a clear definition does not exist. Instead, 

numerous terms are used often either synonymously or they carry slightly altered 

meanings (Valor, 2005; Moon and Crane, 2005). Usually CSR is synonymous to 

socially, environmentally and/or economically sustainable business practice. 
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Another discussion has been conversed around the growing influence of multinational 

corporations. The European Union, for example has seen CSR as an instrument through 

which enterprises can contribute to its objectives of sustainable development (European 

Commission 2011, 3). CSR has been seen as a way to enhance the private sectors’ 

output towards society’s needs. In October 2011 the European Commission published a 

new policy on corporate social responsibility with stricter guidelines for companies 

(ibid. 6). Still, these are only guidelines and no universal binding rules or standards 

exist. 

 

At the same time multinational corporations have spread their operations more and 

more around the world. The apparel industry in China has been in the spotlight when 

human rights issues concerning workers’ rights have emerged. The issue of MNCs’ 

effects on societies goes beyond the direct effects on employees however, as can be seen 

from the CSR discussion.  And when MNCs operate in developing countries the 

question emerges whether they can contribute to the development of their host 

countries. The paper and pulp industry especially has been criticized of causing 

displacement and violating the rights of local people (Li 2011; HS 2013). 

 

The discussion about the impact of TNCs on development has been ongoing for 

decades. Attitudes towards FDI have changed over the years from positive to negative 

and vice versa. During the cold war perceptions were divided largely following the east-

west division, with the developing countries' perceptions varying from hostile to careful 

optimism (Sagafi-Nejad 2008, 109). One thing was clear though; the corporations were 

becoming more and more relevant to the global development and especially to the 

development of their host countries. 

 

The role of the state (and its relations to society) has been argued to play a central part 

in the development trajectories of societies. In the 1980’s and 1990’s the concept of 

neoliberalism began to gain support and the role of the state, which had been essential 

in the developmental state thinking and had provided an alternative view to the idea of 
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the markets being the utmost apparatus to produce growth, diminished virtually 

everywhere. On the other hand, it provided an explanation for the rapid transformation 

of the so-called East-Asian tigers (Evans & Heller 2013, 3). According to recent 

research on economic growth, the role of human development has been proved to be 

crucial in generating growth in income (ibid. 5). 

 

The central role of the state comes into question when the focus is on companies 

operating in toll-free-zones. Particularly, large pulp mills have been criticized for not 

contributing to economic growth in other industrial sectors (Kröger 2007, 26). If and 

when the state’s tax revenues and the economic ripple effects are minimal, the question 

arises what are the real benefits of the nation-states in which the companies operate? 

 

While CSR theory has been studied widely, empirical research in developing countries 

remains scarce (Visser 2009, 476). Especially Latin America has been neglected 

compared to other developing country regions, even though CSR has gained popularity 

in Latin American companies (ibid. 479). By focusing in the CSR work of MDP my 

thesis contributes to the literature of CSR as well as research done on global forestry 

and development studies. 

 

Uruguay is by most standards not a developing country, regardless of which definition 

or measuring system one chooses to use
2
. With an average life expectancy of 77 years 

and a human development index of 0,783 in the year 2011, the country is clearly over 

UNDP's definition of high human development. The development relevancy of my 

thesis however is not based on the geographical context so much as on the thematic. 

Moreover, Uruguay provides a relatively easy context for field research, which in the 

                                                 
2
 Defining ‘development’ in an exhaustive way borders the impossible. An introduction to the academic 

debate concerning the issue can be found in Gould (2007, 270-272). However, for practical means 

different tools and systems have been produced, some of which are based on purely economic indicators 

whereas others concentrate on more ambiguous ones. For example the UN-OHRLLS keeps a list of Least 

Developed Countries, or LDCs, which combines economic and human resource criterion (UN [2]). 

Another popular tool is the Human Development Index (UNDP). In addition, the World Bank classifies 

countries by their gross national income (The World Bank) and the OECD’s DAC committee defines 

which countries are eligible for official development assistance, hence the use of the term “developing 

countries” in my thesis (OECD). 
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case of a Master's thesis is more than welcome. Also, the geographical context was 

determined by a simple reason: it is the geographical where Montes del Plata operates. 

Other forestry ventures could have been found, but this case was a compelling 

opportunity, since another Finnish pulp mill investment has recently been finished in the 

area. This provided a great deal of background material for the purposes of my thesis. 

 

1.2 Research questions and objectives  

 

The aim of my thesis is to examine the developmental aspect of the CSR work of a 

multinational corporation. More specifically, the impacts of the forestry company 

Montes del Plata in the Uruguayan society. In order to achieve this, I will try to establish 

what are the different meanings that the actors involved in the investment process, those 

being the company’s representatives as well as the different stakeholders, give to the 

term ‘corporate social responsibility’. I will try to break down what is considered as 

responsibilities by different actors in a case where a large-scale foreign investment 

impacts a region's intrinsic development. The working hypothesis is that due to the 

vague definition of CSR even at the global level and in academic discussions, the true 

meaning of the term remains unknown for most people. This makes it possible for 

corporate actors to present themselves in discourses as acting responsibly, while other 

groups or actors see the same behavior as anything but responsible. The main focus will 

be in trying to clarify how different actors define CSR and how far the liability of the 

companies is understood to extend. A secondary research question is to try to 

understand where the responsibility of the actions’ outcomes is seen to reside. By this I 

mean whether the company, the state or some other actors are seen as the bearers of the 

responsibility for the changes in the Uruguayan society. 

 

Even though the company’s impact to the surrounding society and people’s 

understanding of accountability can be seen as two separate issues, I argue that they are 

merely two sides of the same phenomenon. While the impacts of the concrete actions of 

MDP must affect their stakeholders’ views on accountability, a somewhat similar 

corollary should exist between the perceptions of stakeholders and the concrete actions, 
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which in turn produce the impacts. 

 

It should be noted, that although the question of whether corporate social responsibility 

is fundamentally merely about legitimizing the actions of corporations or a true way of 

society to wield power over corporations is an important one, I will not intend to find a 

direct answer to it: it simply represents the starting point for my work and the explicit 

formulation of my interest towards the subject 

 

The focus of this study is on trying to identify the different meanings that Montes del 

Plata and its stakeholders give to responsible corporate action in the Uruguayan context. 

The focus is to compare different actors’ insights of what they see as liable action, and 

whether or not these different insights are operationally compatible. 

 

Based on the idea of constructivist social theory (Berger & Luckmann 1966), a starting 

point for my thesis is that the perceptions of individuals form a large part of the reality 

that they live in. Therefore the perceptions become of critical importance. Moreover, 

leaning on the Geertzian (Geertz 2005) notion that societies carry within them the 

means to explain themselves, it is reasonable to focus on the perceptions of the 

stakeholders. 

 

By concentrating on the questions mentioned above, my study aims to provide 

information about the perceptions that stakeholders have of the actions of a 

transnational corporation at a local level, how the local society is affected by the said 

actions and what part does the CSR work of the company play in all this. The case in 

point is part of a global phenomenon, in which transnational actors are expanding their 

operations to the global south. It is located at the intersection of markets, state and 

society and is laden with ideological and historical presuppositions. As such, it is 

closely linked to theories of global development and economic theories. 

1.3 Some starting points 

 

One of the reasons that led me to select this topic for my thesis is the historical role of 
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the forest industry in the Finnish society. The Finnish economy was dependent of the 

industry for a long period of time at the beginning of the 20
th

 century. Sawmills, paper 

and timber companies were, and had been the backbone of the emerging independent 

Finnish economy for centuries (Kuisma 1993, 17). The export-oriented business model 

led to the developing of towns and later cities, whose wellbeing was largely achieved 

because of the forest industry. Interestingly, Kröger argues that the differences between 

land-ownership between Finland and the global south have produced fundamentally 

different development models. In the global south corporate-owned tree plantations 

have limited local development possibilities, whereas in Finland a larger number of 

small, family-based tenure has set the borderlines for the development of the forest 

industry. Changes in the world’s forestry capitalism and differences in land-ownership 

have led to different development trajectories (Kröger 2013).  

 

Montes Del Plata has been chosen as a suitable subject, since it is partly owned by Stora 

Enso, a Finnish-based multinational pulp and paper corporation. SE's operations range 

from Asia to Latin America and cover numerous social spheres, which makes it an 

interesting subject. Furthermore, SE has recently attempted to change their corporate 

image to a more responsible one, making it an interesting research subject. The 

company’s new logo carries the word “rethink”, which can be understood to represent 

their new ideology. The process was initiated during 2010. “Stora Enso's corporate 

identity is being renewed as part of the Rethink change process. The new identity 

symbolizes the Group's commitment to creating a sustainable future for the planet [...]” 

(Stora Enso 2011a). 

 

Also, previous studies have found that SE has steered its strategy towards a more 

discursive one compared to their prior strategy. For example Joutsenvirta’s study, that 

concentrated on the discourse between Enso, one of the two companies that merged into 

SE, and the environmental NGO Greenpeace in Finland between 1985 and 2001, 

revealed that judging from the company’s material SE’s strategy had changed from an 

originally defensive stance gradually to a more interactive one (Joutsenvirta 2006, 121-

122). It should be noted that Joutsenvirta herself points out that the change may well 
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have been caused by changes in the company’s social and cultural environment. In this 

case, referring to the changes in the societal atmosphere (ibid, 129-131).  This would 

imply that society does indeed have some influence over corporations. The exact ways 

of how this works remains unclear though. What can be said for certain is that the 

cultural context largely affects the nature of the discourse (Joutsenvirta 2001, 239-241). 

 

Another research supporting these findings is Hellström’s study on culture’s effect on 

the nature of environmental conflicts. She argues that the way environmental conflicts 

are produced is dependent on the cultural context of societies. She defines 

environmental forestry conflicts as “struggles of varying intensity between interest 

groups, over values and issues related to forest policy and the use of forest resources” 

(Hellström 2001, 8).  The CSR discourse can therefore be understood as a mild conflict, 

since “most conflicts include a variety of issues and competing forms of forest use” 

(ibid. 8). In Hellström's view conflicts between disagreeing parties are cultural 

constructions. The nature of the conflicts is not the only thing dependent on the cultural 

context, but also how the conflict is interpreted. An outsider with a different cultural 

background may see as an escalated conflict
3
 a normal discursive conversation (ibid. 

86-87). 

 

Rytteri has researched the relationship between SE, its predecessors Enso Gutzeit and 

Enso and the surrounding Finnish society. His work represents a historical sociological 

view on the Finnish forest industry and provides a sound basis for understanding the 

interconnections between a corporation and its surroundings. Moreover, it provides a 

historical view of how this interrelationship has evolved over time, giving an 

opportunity to compare the corporation's current attitude towards society in contrast to a 

historical one. According to Rytteri, pressure from the markets led to a new form of 

environmental strategy and to the recognition of the importance of image building 

during the 1990s. Even though in the official strategy of SE ecologic, social and 

economic sustainability were given special attention, the primary duties still remained 

                                                 
3
 Conflicts can be defined according to their intensity. I follow the classification used in resource-based 

conflicts previously applied by Kröger (2013b) and Özkaynak (Özkaynak et al., 2012). 
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profitability and productivity (Rytteri 2002, 167-168). It should be kept in mind, that 

Rytteri's research, however thorough, focuses mostly on the “Finnish” part of the 

company, Enso, which became one of the largest forestry multinationals only after 

Finland was integrated in the global economy, and Enso and Stora merged forming SE. 

 

Furthermore, the global forest industry is an interesting study subject for its many 

dimensions. As well as providing income for less developed countries it draws 

controversy for its relationship with nature. For some it represents a new form of 

colonialism in the form of foreign investments. 

 

All of the above contributed to the selection of the topic. I am grateful for the 

participation of SE, whose contribution allowed me to get to know their day-to-day 

CSR work as well as helping me with the mapping of stakeholders. The very least 

would have been to grant permission to interview their representatives. Luckily, SE was 

interested in supporting me with my thesis and even hired me as an intern for a short 

time in order to facilitate the practicalities. This helped me immensely in finding the 

right people to interview, but on the other hand made my position as a researcher 

dubious. More on the effect of my role as a representative of the company will can be 

found under section 3.4. 

 

1.4 Structure 

 

The relevance of my thesis to international development studies and a brief background 

as well as the explicit research questions and objectives has been presented above. The 

following section will define some of the key terminology used in this study. First, the 

chapter will briefly present the role of state and markets in relation to development as 

seen in a number of theories. The section will also give an overview about the 

theoretical discussion around CSR and clarify the different meanings that it holds. I will 

shed some light on the historical evolution of the terminology and try to highlight the 

most important expressions relative to this study. After that, I will provide a frame for 

understanding the interconnection of global development and transnational corporations 
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by presenting a brief historical view of the different approaches that the international 

community has tried, when it comes to getting TNCs involved in development. Also, a 

brief history about the evolution of the international developmentalist complex
4
 will be 

presented. The latter part will consist more of the practices and policies whereas the 

former part will comprise of the evolution of selected CSR theories. 

 

The third chapter concentrates on the methodology used as well the reason for their 

selection. It also deals with the theoretical underpinnings that the methodology in 

questions comes with, thus providing the theoretical framework. The methodological 

tools used and their suitability for my study are discussed in the chapter. Also, a brief 

section concerning research ethics and the reliability of my study are discussed.  

 

The fourth part consists of contextualizing my research questions by examining the 

forest industry in Latin America by presenting a definition of agrobusiness; a 

phenomenon global industrial forestry is a part of. The characteristics of the Uruguayan 

context are also dealt with here. Chapter five presents the data and findings that I 

collected during the fieldwork period. The findings are grouped according to a common 

division of CSR. The final section presents the conclusions based on the findings by a 

contextual analysis. 

2. Conceptual framework 

The concept of corporate social responsibility can be understood to either undermine the 

role of the state by extending corporate authority to areas traditionally seen as belonging 

to the state. On the other hand if national or transnational regulations were put in place, 

then the nature of CSR would be quite the opposite, since it would represent state’s 

authority over economic actors. Over the years economists, political theorists and others 

have argued over the role of the state and markets in development. CSR should be 

primarily understood as a part of the present-day paradigm in economics, neoliberalism. 

However, in political theory CSR is seen from a different perspective altogether. 

                                                 
4
 The developmentalist complex refers to the “multitude of international, national and, increasingly, local 

actors [that] are involved in this complex of discourse and action” (Koponen 2004, 6). 
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Academic writings about CSR can be rather controversial; it should be kept in mind that 

political theorists analyze it quite differently that economists. Teivainen, a political 

theorist, has branded economism a phenomenon referring to the diminishing influence 

of the political sphere in relation to the economy. Economism is by definition an 

apolitical sphere of economics
5
 (Teivainen 2013, 23-24). Even though the economic 

sphere is not separate from other policy sectors, there exists a socially constructed 

economic sphere that has expanded to the domestic political sphere (Teivainen 2002, 3-

4). Teivainen suggests that the political aspect of corporations is likely to draw more 

attention in the future. He argues that for now political theorists have not been interested 

in TNCs as political actors, and economists have largely ignored the power structures 

inherent in corporations. For him the whole CSR discourse exemplifies the politization 

of the global economy (Teivainen 2013, 87-89). 

 

The state and markets have naturally been examined extensively both in political theory 

and economics, and their relationships to development have been presented in many 

ways. As CSR can be understood to stand in the intersection of the policy and economic 

spheres, it is vital to understand how their roles have changed over the years. 

 

2.1 State, markets and development 

 

The role of state and markets in relation to development is seen differently according to 

which development theory one chooses to follow. During the post-war era many 

theories have been popular, but nonetheless given way to new theories. Accordingly, the 

roles of both state and markets have varied. 

 

After the Second World War imperialism gave way to the idea of modernization. It was 

believed, that developing societies would follow the historical evolution of the 

developed world (Larrain 1989, 85-86). Apart from the socialist block, theories of 

                                                 
5
 Teivainen suggests that there is a difference between economism and neoliberalism, but for the purposes 

of my study and since neoliberalism is a commonly used concept I shall use it as well (Teivainen 2013, 

24). 
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modernization emphasized different aspects of societies, with Rostow’s presentation of 

stages of economic growth placing its focus on economic development (ibid. 96). 

Modernization theories began losing their popularity in the 1960s, at the same time as 

the expansion of post-war capitalism was slowing down (ibid. 111). What followed 

were dependency theories
6
, which divided the world into centers or cores and 

peripheries, where the former’s development was based on the extraction of resources 

from the peripheries, which caused underdevelopment in the latter (ibid. 114). 

Following the logic of dependency theories the core states’ power increased when 

transnational private actors were based in them. However, other possibilities exist as 

well: either states become more and more insignificant or their importance increases, 

both in the developed and developing countries. Evans argued that the role of the state 

was of essence when it comes to strengthening the transnational economic ties to the 

global economy (Evans 1985, 193). Also, prior to the model’s disintegration, most 

countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa were agents of state-led development 

(Evans & Sewell 2013, 35). 

 

The economic crisis that hit the global economy in the 1970s brought about state-led 

solutions in advanced economies. When they failed, Keynesian theories were discarded 

and new political leaders such as Thatcher and Reagan adopted the neoliberal model, 

and their example had an impact in the whole capitalist world, since at the time the 

United States after all the western world’s hegemonic power (Evans & Sewell 2013, 

45). 

 

The developmental state, as Evans named his theoretical construction, differs 

fundamentally from the neoliberal view of free-market economy. The neoliberal state’s 

role is supposed to be no more than a framework that enables the fluid functioning of 

the markets (Harvey 2008, 81). Harvey notes, that even in the cases where developing 

countries have achieved substantial growth, e.g. South Korea, which is now in the 

forefront of neoliberalism, the state was in a central role in regulating the markets when 

the foundations of growth were put together (ibid. 132-133). In addition to the economic 

                                                 
6
 Andre Gunder Frank is one of the most known advocates of dependency theories (Frank 1971). 
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growth measured by GDP, the so-called East Asian Tigers managed to enhance their 

HDI ranking considerably (Evans 2010, 45). 

 

More recently, Evans and Heller have argued that the focus of current development 

theory has changed from the pursuit of economic growth to the expansion of human 

capabilities
7
. This has changed the role of the state as the main promoter of 

development (Evans & Heller 2013, 5). The importance of the state has not diminished, 

on the contrary, but it clearly has changed. They conclude that instead of promoting 

investments and industrial activity the state’s main focus should be in delivering social 

services (ibid. 7). This requires a stronger embeddedness of the state, meaning stronger 

ties with the civil society rather that concentrating on the ”industrial elites”, which 

would imply that the state is even more significant vis-à-vis the markets that was 

previously supposed (ibid. 10). Furthermore, Gills has argued that when markets fail, or 

rather when their inability “self-regulate” becomes explicit in form of crises, only states 

have the capacity to restore some order to the economy (Gills 2010, 277). This clearly 

puts the role of the markets’ supposed efficiency as regulators of the economy into 

question. 

 

In addition to capability expansion, Evans’ views of the developmental state are closely 

linked to newer development theories such as new growth theory, which sees manual 

labour and technological development giving way to ideas and the expansion human 

capital as means to growth, and the “institutional turn”
8
 in development (Evans 2010, 

41-42). He argues that in order to succeed the 21
st
 century developmental state must 

produce altogether different solutions that its 20
th

 century predecessor (ibid. 48). If and 

when the main goal of the new developmental state is the expansion of human 

capabilities, a straightforward technocratic view of e.g. the rate of return of investment 

cannot suffice. Instead of combining forces with global capital states’ should aim to 

work together with the civil society in order to maximize the social returns (ibid. 49). 

                                                 
7
 The notion of expanding people’s capabilities and that development should strive for other ends than 

purely economic was presented first by Amartya Sen (Sen 1999). 
8
 The institutional turn refers to societal institutions that enable future-oriented economic action by 

providing a more reliable and stable frame than free-market economy (Evans 2010, 42). 
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Most importantly, where previously “growth policy” could be seen as separate from 

“social policy”, today they have become inseparable and the new status-quo requires a 

new perspective in the ties to capital (ibid. 50). 

 

Comparing development theories with neoliberalism can seem far-fetched. 

Neoliberalism can be understood to represent only an economic theory. However, there 

are other interpretations as well. For example Evans and Sewell argue that in addition to 

the economic side, neoliberalism can represent a political ideology and a policy 

paradigm (Evans & Sewell 2013, 37). Also, the economy is seen central in both many of 

the development theories and neoliberalism. What distinguishes these theories from one 

another is the role and emphasis that is given to the role of the economy. 

 

The neoliberal turn has seen the regulatory power of states over economic life weaken 

as markets have been given the primary role of regulator. CSR’s ideological history, 

since it first started as a concept in economic theory, should be kept in mind when 

applying it as a theoretical frame.  

2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

The terminology surrounding CSR is diverse and sometimes confusing. CSR, corporate 

sustainability and corporate citizenship are some of the terms used in literature. 

Corporate citizenship can be argued to represent a liberal rhetoric in order to extend 

rights of individuals to belong also to corporate actors (Matten, Crane & Chapple, 113-

117), and while it poses multiple interesting points of study, the differences between the 

terms are of minor importance when it comes my study, and therefore I shall use CSR as 

a blanket term throughout my thesis. 

 

Corporate social responsibility began to appear as a business practice in the 1980s, but it 

was not until the turn of the millennium that CSR was acknowledged the international 

community after UN agencies began promoting it (Watts 2005, 395).The more 

multinational corporations presenting themselves as responsible actors expand their 
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operations to developing countries, the more important it becomes to try to understand 

its concrete practices and implications. 

 

Behind CSR lies the notion of sustainability
9
, which was introduced as sustainable 

development in the Brundtland report in 1987. Sustainability can be divided in a three 

pillar approach that comprises of the economic, social and environmental pillars (Vifell 

& Soneryd 2012, 20). Even though only the social aspect is explicitly stated in 

“corporate social responsibility”, all of the pillars are usually understood to be a part of 

CSR. According to Luke, in the early 1990s corporations’ responsibilities to society 

were still largely understood to stem from their managing of natural resources, 

underestimating the importance of the other spheres of responsibility (Luke 2013, 85). 

Likewise, Vifell and Soneryd argue that the social dimension is often neglected in 

sustainable development projects (2012, 25). Even more so, Myllylä and Takala argue 

that TNCs exclude the local societies from the sphere of CSR altogether (Myllylä & 

Takala 2011, 55). 

 

A critical view of CSR sees it as no more than a way to strengthen or legitimize the 

power of corporations (Banerjee 2008), while others argue that the CSR discussion has 

broadened the sphere of economy (Blowfield 2005). Others even raise the question 

whether the change inherent in sustainable development can be achieved while 

maintaining social sustainability (Cheney, Nheu & Vecellio, 2004).  

 

However positive effects CSR practices may create, Branco and Rodrigues argue that 

the neoclassical economic theory still insists that the existence of CSR is mainly to 

create profit for the company (Branco & Rodrigues 2007, 2). Whether or not one 

chooses to believe this as a matter of fact, it is safe to assume that making profit for 

shareholders still is the modus operandi in most cases. From the corporations' 

perspective this is perfectly understandable; non-profit organizations are something else 

                                                 
9
 ’Sustainability’ has become a development buzzword, whose meanings and usage in the pulp industry 

have been studied (Nylund & Kröger 2011). Here, with sustainable development I refer to the 

Brundtlandian view of fulfilling the needs of the present generations without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs. 
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entirely. Economic development fueled by TNCs and FDI is, according to the UN and 

World Bank, is the way to develop economies. This is a view that has been contested by 

civil society actors as well as academic researchers (Utting 2008, 962). Why should 

corporations be concerned of anything more than making profits? The role of the 

corporations could be argued to be nothing more than to create employment and thus 

creating growth in societies at the same time. However, some argue that what benefits 

society benefits also the companies operating in it (Preble 2005, 413). If CSR would 

turn out to be more than a zero-sum-game, where TNCs could optimize their profits 

while benefiting the society, CSR would be more than just a means to an end. 

 

The modern idea of corporate accountability began in the 1950s, but truly gained 

momentum a few decades later, when Carroll presented the four-part model of CSR 

(Matten, Crane & Chapple. In this model were presented the foundations of modern 

CSR: economic, legal, ethical, as well as a philanthropic dimension (2003, 110). Carroll 

himself sees Howard R. Bowen’s book entitled Social responsibilities of the 

businessman marking the beginning of the modern literature concerning CSR (Carroll, 

1999, 269). Bowen was concerned about the impact that the largest businesses, which 

he saw as centers of power and decision-making, had on the lives of citizens. Social 

responsibility was seen as a means to guide business in the future (ibid. 270). Coming to 

the 1960s more attempts to formulate the definition of CSR began to arise. Carroll 

names Keith Davis as one of the most noticeable writers of the time. Davis’ premise was 

that social responsibility goes beyond the firm’s economic interests, although it can give 

companies economic gains in the long run (Davis, 1960, 70). Carroll points out, that this 

view gained wide support in the following decades (Carroll, 1999, 271). 

 

Davis notes that social responsibility applies in a situation where it influences a business 

decision even partially. In fact “rarely would social responsibility be the exclusive 

reason for a decision”. In other words, rarely a decision would be made solely based on 

responsibility. This would imply, that responsibility is seen to extend to most decisions a 

company executive, or a businessman, as Davis puts it, makes. It should be noted as 

well, that Davis continues that businesses do not make decisions, but businessmen 
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(Davis, 1960, 71). 

 

On another article concerning CSR, Davis (1967) tries to define a more accurate 

description for the term. His definition appears to carry a moral obligation: he composes 

“the power-responsibility equation”, which states that social responsibility arises from 

having social power (ibid. 48). A newer presentation of CSR sees it as an epitome of 

globalization (Blowfield 2005, 521). Whether or not this is the case, globalization has 

most likely at least served as a catalyst for the spreading of CSR
10

. 

 

CSR’s underlying notion is that companies should benefit a larger group of people than 

merely the company’s shareholders. The ideas that social responsibility means going 

beyond the economic and legal obligations and that businesses should operate in a way 

that enhances the socio-economic welfare were other central themes that developed 

during the same period (Carroll, 1999, 272). There are of course opposing views on the 

role of business in society: some see the role of companies as vehicles of creating good 

for the larger society, as Davis noted in 1960, while others strongly state that the role of 

business is purely to make profit for the shareholders following Friedman’s remarks 

about the nature of business. By accepting the former viewpoint the stakeholder theory 

comes into play. What started as a managerial theory has broadened to signify the 

responsibilities that the company has towards different individuals and groups. The 

company’s interest is seen as linked to the interests of those stakeholders (Melé 2008, 

64). 

 

According to Branco and Rodrigues, the most commonly used typology divides 

stakeholders into primary and secondary stakeholders according to their association 

with the company. Primary stakeholders are those closest to the company, for example 

the investors, employees and governments. Secondary are those who are influenced, or 

who influence the operations of the company (Branco & Rodrigues 2007, 7). The 

definition of stakeholder that I use is following the categorization presented by Branco 

                                                 
10

 ’Globalization’ is used here in the meaning presented by Scholte (2000), as the dispersion and 

universalization of production, governance, community and knowledge. 
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and Rodrigues.  

 

Having said all this, it should be stressed that in practice the use of the sustainability 

terminology varies almost as much as in the academic literature. Nylund and Kröger 

have studied the use of “sustainability” and related words in the sustainability reports of 

nine forest companies operating in Brazil and Uruguay. They demonstrate that in most 

cases “sustainability” is not defined even though some understanding of what the 

companies see as sustainable can be identified from the reports. They conclude that 

sustainability is in fact interpreted in different ways even by actors in the same industry 

(Nylund & Kröger 2011, 237). 

 

This is not to say that corporations should not or could not participate more in 

development efforts. It is unlikely though for the current situation to change without 

some form of incentive, although Teivainen argues that by engaging to the CSR debate 

TNCs are opening the door to politization and democratization of corporations, through 

actions that remain vague (Teivainen 2013, 88).  

 

For now, there exist some supranational efforts from the political sphere to make 

corporations participate in helping the pursuit of development goals, such as the United 

Nations Global Compact (UNGC) policy initiative, which “tries to catalyze actions in 

support of broader UN goals, including the millennium development goals” (UN 2012). 

This would make sense, since the vast majority of transnational financial flows consist 

of private funds. While foreign investments enable economic growth and provide funds 

for countries in need, they seldom go much further in terms of promoting social 

development or sustainable growth, at least not without external compulsion. 

2.3 CSR and development 

 

The sheer amount of the private investments into developing countries underlines the 

role of the transnational corporations. The 128,5 million dollars of official development 

aid donated by the DAC in 2010 (OECD) comes nowhere near the 543 billion dollars 
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(UNCTAD) formed by global private investments into developing economies. As FDIs  

have increased more and more global value chains have extended into developing 

countries creating what Utting refers to as a “visible presence of the big, the rich and the 

foreign in the land of the poor” (Utting 2008, 961). 

 

Utting points out though, that UNGC had merely 3600 companies participating by the 

end of 2007. His critique towards CSR is based both on the relatively small number of 

participating companies as well as some controversies between the logic of CSR and 

commercial thinking (Utting 2008, 963). These differences have also drawn critical 

commentaries from others. Michael Blowfield argues that by engaging in the CSR 

discourse political actors have in fact served to legitimize the fundamental values of 

capitalist thinking.  Furthermore, some aspects of CSR are in contradiction to some of 

the basic assumptions of capitalist logic, which are seldom explicitly stated. Some of 

those are “the commoditization of things including labour, the supremacy of private 

property [and] the privileging of companies as citizens and moral entities” (Blowfield 

2005, 520). What makes this of essence in terms of development is that these ideas are 

not universal, and therefore might be contradictory to local communities’ beliefs. 

According to Blowfield, the CSR discourse takes business values as granted and 

therefore by engaging in such discourse the implicit, non-negotiable values gain more 

and more legitimacy with the expense of alternative views (ibid. 521). Simply put, this 

would mean that local, alternative developmental trajectories were subdued if and when 

TNCs spread their operations in any given “pristine” location. 

 

Whatever the consequences of the operations of TNC’s in developing countries are, 

their presence and the possibilities their participation could offer to development, have 

been noted by other transnational actors. In 1999 the former United Nations Secretary-

General gave a speech in which he invited transnational corporations to participate in 

the pursuit of development goals in exchange for a more active role in promoting open 

markets in the political arena (Annan 1999). According to Utting, the deputy director of 

the UN research institute for social development, this marked the beginning of the UN's 

new, more consistent approach towards the business world (Utting 2011, 180). 
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The importance of focusing on CSR in developing countries separately rather than 

combining it with CSR research in the developed world is underlined by four factors 

presented by Visser (2009, 474): 

 

1. because of their fast growing economies developing countries are seen as 

lucrative opportunities for TNCs 

2. developing countries are where global crises have their most severe impact 

3. in developing countries the effects of globalization and business activities are 

likely to have the strongest social and environmental impacts 

4. developing countries present a unique set of CSR agenda challenges that are 

altogether different of those in the developed world. 

 

Lately the issue of tax planning (and avoidance) has surfaced in the discussion 

surrounding TNCs in developing countries. Through tax havens and complicated 

ownership patterns corporations on occasions manage to avoid paying what would 

normally amount to be significantly higher taxes. Although legal (in contrast to tax 

evasion), this can be argued to represent a morally dubious course of action, or even 

irresponsible. The effects of tax reliefs have been argued to be negative in the long run 

to the countries granting them in order to attract foreign investments (KEPA 2013, 11-

12). Although the phenomenon has not been broadly linked to CSR, it most definitely 

plays a part in the overall accountability of TNCs. While a common concern of both 

developed and developing countries, the latter are suffering more from the loss of tax 

revenues, since they tend to be more dependent on corporate taxes than their developed 

counterparts (Jenkins & Newell 2013, 381). 

 

2.4 International attempts to regulate TNCs 

 

The central role of transnational corporations in the era of neoliberalism has been clear 

for a long time. Likewise, the effects of foreign direct investment and the actions of 
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corporations have been tried to be influenced and managed by supranational actors such 

as the UN and even before that, the League of Nations. According to Sagafi-Nejad, over 

the years policies and policy ideas have changed but the overall aim, to restrict or to 

manage the outcome of the corporation's actions, has stayed the same (Sagafi-Nejad 

2008, 1). Another point of view would suggest that during the post-war decades 

corporations’ actions were restricted by the Bretton Woods institutions, and only after 

the 1980s have the IMF and the World Bank actively supported the neoliberal agenda 

(Harvey 2008, 39). 

 

International development can be dated back to the inauguration speech of the US 

president Harry Truman, in which he used the term underdeveloped, meaning the parts 

of the world that had not developed as the western, industrialized world. The 

underdeveloped world needed outside help to become developed. Development, as 

such, was then something to aspire for. Even though in the frame of the cold war this 

division was largely meant to serve the purposes of the U.S. (Esteva 1992, 6-7), it can 

be understood to mark the beginning of the international development system as we 

now know it. Even though TNCs are shaping the world as much as they do, the 

connection between capitalism and development can be labelled contradictory. Tanya Li 

argues that the aims of governing (as she calls development interventions) do not 

combine well with the capitalist logic in the global south. In her opinion, the current 

interventionist development cannot fulfill its goals while pooled together with the 

capitalist growth model (Li 2007, 20-21). 

 

From the beginning developmentalism was exercised by nation-states. Evans has argued 

that the role of the state is essential in attempting to gain benefits from FDIs (Evans 

1985, 216).  However, the role of the private sector grew enormously after 

neoliberalism and the free market –ideology gained ground. Especially the direct 

investments into developed countries, have gained more attention during the years. This 

is not to say, that the role of the private sector has only recently drawn the attention of 

the international community, quite the contrary. There have been multiple efforts to try 

to engage corporations in participating in the pursuit of development goals. Official 
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development aid, which is given by sovereign countries, is based on international 

treaties and legislation. If corporations were to participate in development assistance, 

how would the objectives of such activity be formed and by whom? FDI can also be a 

source of conflict and tensions in situations where the interests of the TNCs differ from 

those of their host countries. Therefore a need for common, multilaterally agreed 

policies exists. Some global actors, such the UN have tried to respond to the challenge. 

 

Prior to the Second World War FDI formed a relatively small proportion of international 

operations, which mainly consisted of trade. This changed drastically when the 

rebuilding of post-war Europe created a need of foreign investments that the western 

companies (most notably the north-American ones) duly provided (Harvey 2008, 12). 

International trade began to grow rapidly after the creation of the IMF, the World Bank 

and the GATT (ibid. 21). Even though the UN charter clearly addressed economic 

development and the ECOSOC was meant to see to such issues, the three 

aforementioned institutions were de facto the main actors that controlled international 

trade. Only in 1964 did the UNCTAD take a clear stance on FDI and developing 

countries by recommending the host countries to provide information to foreign 

investors, and the investors to work in accordance of their host countries development 

plans (ibid. 26). The coexistence did not quite work out as planned. Between 1960 and 

1978 there were 1369 nationalizations of foreign property recorded (ibid. 22). The large 

number of incidents is partly due the decolonization that led to an increase in the 

number of sovereign states, which as such does not explain the antagonism towards 

TNCs. The underlying reason behind it is the contradiction between the interests of the 

TNC and the national economic interests of the host countries. The division following 

debate between liberal economic views that supported FDI as catalyst of development, 

and the opposition that saw TNCs as nothing more than an exploitative structure 

deepened (ibid. 40). During the 1970s until the 1980s international trade had become 

more and more controlled and restricted, but mainly through national policies (ibid. 28). 

New international agreements or policies were not formulated before the political 

climate began to change and FDI and international trade as a whole began to grow. 
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The 1970s represented a contradictory era in international trade relations. The end of the 

fixed exchange rate of the Bretton Woods system, political clashes involving US-based 

transnational corporations and the energy crisis are few of the events that marked the 

decade (Sagafi-Nejad 2008, Table 3.1). It was characterized by mistrust and polarization 

in the global economy. The UN became an arena for a sometimes heated debate over 

TNCs and FDI (ibid. 49). In 1972 ECOSOC took a decision to form a group that was to 

be known as the Group of Eminent Persons. It would consist of academics and 

representatives of the public sector as well as TNCs both from the developing as well as 

the developed countries (ibid. box 4.1). The group produced a report for the UN 

secretary-General about the role of TNCs and FDI in international development (ibid. 

78). 

 

The report concluded that TNCs provided an opportunity to further advance well-being 

in a global scale, but that they also might lead to conflicts of interest in the distribution 

of benefits. It called for the creation a system of accountability of TNCs towards the 

international community and provided information about the nature of TNCs as well as 

their impact on host countries' development. All in all, the groups’ findings were crucial 

in the evolution of the relationship between TNCs and international development 

(Sagafi-Nejad 2008, 79-81). They contributed to the establishment of the commission 

and center on TNCs under the department of economic and social affairs. 

 

The 1970s can be seen as the decade when the current neoliberal model began to gain 

ground. Prior to that, the prevalent model had been the so-called embedded liberalism 

that stressed the role of the markets as well as that of the state, of which the latter 

provides borders for the markets. This model had reached an impasse even before the 

crises of the 1970s after producing considerable economic growth in the western 

countries that had adopted capitalism (Harvey 2008, 18).  

 

At the same time, a number of scandals provoked public opinion against corporate 

offences, especially in developing countries. The ties of the communications company 

International Telephone and Telegraph with the military coup in Chile as well as United 
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Fruit’s political influence in Central America were some of the most extreme. What 

truly changed the perception of TNCs responsibilities regarding their activities effects 

were the movement against corporate involvement in South Africa during the apartheid 

regime and the boycott of Nestle because of the malnutrition caused by the company’s 

infant formula (Post 2012, 55-57). 

 

In parallel with this new atmosphere, in which TNCs came aware of the restrictions that 

their surrounding (civil) societies place upon them, new multinational establishments 

were launched. One of them was the UNCTC that was set up in 1974 and was meant to 

become the focal point in the UN on all things related to TNCs. It included the 

Commission on Multinational Corporations, whose work was marred by constant 

controversies; mostly surrounding the issue whether the guidelines for TNCs that were 

to be produced should be legally binding or merely recommendations (Sagafi-Nejad 

2008, 92-94). Even though work on a code of conduct, a universally applicable set of 

rules and guidelines, was ultimately fruitless, many issues that were present during the 

drafting of such a code can be found in more recent documents and agreements. Such is 

for example the UNGC that brought up the issue of corporate responsibility in the new 

millennium (ibid.110). Other efforts of international regulation were also made during 

the 1970s, such as the ILO’s tripartite declaration of principles concerning multinational 

enterprises and social policy and OECD’s declaration on international investment and 

multinational enterprise (Watts 2005, 393). 

 

In the early 1990s the UNCTC was merged with the UNCTAD. This was related to a 

more thorough reorganization within the UN and it paralleled a shift in the general 

perception towards TNCs. During the 80s more and more developing countries had 

taken a more positive approach towards FDI and were changing their policies (Sagafi-

Nejad 2008, 125). The example of some developing countries, most notably in South-

East Asia, and later the collapse of the Soviet Union only exacerbated the change of 

attitude. The role of the ”new” UNCTAD concerning TNCs centered on three issues: 

knowledge creation, capacity building and policy implications (ibid. 135). 
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Corporate codes of conduct had become relatively common in TNCs, but they lacked 

any form of international regulation. Unlike the UNCTC’s intended code of conduct, 

these were nonetheless completely voluntary. The launch of modern CSR can be traced 

back to the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992, when efforts to pursue mandatory regulation 

were discarded in favor of voluntary regulation (Watts 2005, 394). 

 

Arriving to the new millennium the then secretary-General Kofi Annan suggested a new 

approach: the Global Compact. The idea was to bring together TNC's under an UN-led 

program that tries to “do well by doing good” (Sagafi-Nejad 2008, 195). The UNGC is 

an initiative supporting a more responsible way of doing business based on ten 

principles encompassing human rights, labour standards, environmental issues and anti-

corruption. It currently comprises of more than 7300 participant organizations. As such, 

it is the largest existing global CSR program today (Cornuel 2010, xxix). UNGC is an 

attempt to integrate human rights to the business world (Leisinger, Cramer & Natour 

2010, 26), while it also addresses labour standards, environmental aspects and anti-

corruption. Montes Del Plata, as well as SE and Arauco, are all participating in the 

UNGC initiative. 

 

In addition to the UN, there are naturally numerous other propositions that aim to 

increase corporate accountability. For example in the EU frame a network promoting 

“best practices in CSR” called CSR Europe was launched already in 1996 (CSR Europe 

2013). Another example is GRI, an external reporting initiative based also on voluntary 

participation for the use of forest-based industry companies. GRI is partly meant to 

provide a consistent reporting standard, but at the same time it responds to the criticism 

directed towards CSR that questions whether it is no more than rhetoric in place of 

concrete actions (Toppinen et al. 2012, 192). 

 

What distinguishes UNGC from most other attempts of promoting corporate 

accountability is that it does not attempt to standardize or CSR or provides indicators 

for the purpose (Rasche & Kell 2012, 4). As such, it leaves room for the practices and 

implementation of CSR, which in turn enables multiple interpretations of accountability. 
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Addressing this problem there has been created several standardized reporting tools and 

certificates, which provide exact means to measure CSR, such as the aforementioned 

GRI, which concentrates on the environmental aspect (for others, cf. Marimon et al. 

2012, Table 1.). The UNGC has been criticized for serving as a “bluewashing” 

campaign for the corporate world. Critics argue that UN is lending its authority to 

corporate actors, and that UNGC renders other campaigners efforts to affect 

corporations futile (Teivainen 2013, 68). 

 

The problem with the multitude of reporting systems and multilateral agreements is the 

obscurity of the big picture. For TNCs it might be straightforward to follow 

standardized procedure, but for stakeholders it surely is much tougher to understand 

how a company’s accountability is constructed through a multitude of certificates. 

Moreover, following standards and committing to certificates the importance of specific 

social needs is easy to miss (Marimon et al. 2012, 141). 

3. Methodology and methods 
 

While questioning the meaning of CSR and reaching the conclusion of multiple 

interpretations leads eventually to acknowledging the different subjective realities that 

individuals live in. The way that responsibility is understood stems from individuals' 

personal experiences and worldviews as well as the social surroundings they live in. 

What responsibility means for one can be altogether different from another person's 

view. Is there such a thing as responsibility that everyone can approve of, or are there 

only individuals' notions of such? Such questions can be examined through the lens of 

social constructivism, which serves as the theoretical frame of this study. 

 

3.1 Social constructivism 

 

 

Social constructivists Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann argue that reality is 

constructed through society's members' subjective realities, which in turn are 

themselves products of their surrounding society. This construction happens through a 
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three-phase process, which consists of externalization, objectification and 

internalization (Berger & Luckmann, 1966, 149).  

 

Berger and Luckmann start their theorizing by stating that human beings constitute their 

own subjective world of everyday life. This world reflects and is maintained through 

their thoughts and actions (ibid. 33). However, the reality of everyday life is presented 

as an intersubjective world since individuals are aware of each other and the existence 

of other subjective spheres than their own (ibid. 37). Individuals are aware that their 

subjective view of the world is not an objective reality. 

 

According to Berger and Luckmann, all human activity is subject to habitualization: the 

tasks of everyday life become routines. When individuals from different societal 

backgrounds meet, they tend to typify each-others actions through reciprocal interaction 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966, 70-74). At this point, the socially constructed institutions 

have not yet been erected, since both parties are able to mold the outcome of their 

interaction (ibid. 76). The situation changes drastically when a new individual, lacking 

prior socialization becomes involved. To him, the objectivity of the institutionalized 

world is more real, since he has no knowledge of its historicity. Likewise, the 

objectivity is mirrored to the original counterparts that constructed the institutions in the 

first place (ibid. 76-77). Thus, subjective realities begin to form an objective world that 

lacks the negotiability of its predecessors. 

 

When a new individual is presented to this intersubjective world, he tends to take it as 

an objective reality before he has been thoroughly socialized, thus becoming a member 

of society (Berger & Luckmann 1966, 149). Internalization thus happens through 

socialization. It should be noted, that Berger and Luckmann see socialization as 

something that is bound to its surroundings. In other words as the social structures that 

confine it (ibid, 183). They also state, that society exists as a subjective reality as well as 

an objective one (ibid. 149). The objective reality thus being one constructed by the 

subjective ones. However, Berger and Luckmann do not suggest a universal 

constructivism, which would state that everything is socially constructed, merely that 
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our interpretations and experiences are produced in social interaction (Hacking 2009, 

45). 

 

There are different views on social constructivism, with different emphases on the 

nature of reality. While these are interesting ontological debates, they are of little 

importance concerning my study. What suffices, is to understand that the weak 

constructivist stance to which I am leaning to, does not suggest that reality is a product 

of social interactions, but is based on the premise that concepts, practices and persons 

are in a reciprocal interaction with one another and thus social interaction plays a central 

part in both the way we view the world as well as the concepts that define it (Hacking 

2009, 51). 

3.2 Methodology 

 

The anthropologist Clifford Geertz has argued, that cultures carry and produce their own 

meanings (Geertz 2005, 83-84). Even though Geertz focuses on the understanding of 

unfamiliar cultures, his notion can be of use in my study. He states that cultures are 

collections of texts, with which he means all forms of performances and stories. 

Through the observation and interpretation of these texts it is possible for an outsider to 

grasp the essence, and ultimately to understand, the culture in question (ibid. 86). How 

is this relevant to my work then? Geertz’s notion of the formation of cultures can be 

applied when researching societies. In this case it follows that societies and societal 

actors inherently produce and renew the societies they live in. In other words, through 

the actors themselves an understanding of their reality can be produced. This means that 

the researcher should not try to impose an imported reasoning model but let the actors 

provide such a model. 

 

This can be achieved by employing semi-structured interviews, which allow room to 

seek clarification and elaboration on the answers and even entering a dialogue with the 

interviewee. What is of essence, semi-structured interviews allow people to express 

their opinions more in their own terms than survey studies would permit (May 1999, 
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111). Principally the data in my study was gathered using semi-structured interviews. 

 

Using a case study approach one gives primacy to the evidence, the findings, not theory. 

This is not to say that one should not position himself theoretically, quite the contrary. It 

merely implies that the theoretical framework should be chosen according to the 

material and not the other way around (Gillham 2000, 12). The case study approach 

provides a systematic tool to induct and generalize konwledge from a single case (Laine 

et al. 2007, 29). It should be noted that the case study is not a method in itself, but rather 

a way of conducting research (Laine et al. 2007, 9). As such it allows the use of various 

research methods. 

 

I have decided to use qualitative research methodology in my thesis because its methods 

are more suitable for an exploratory research (Gillham 2000, 6). It has been argued that 

the qualitative/quantitative –divide should not be understood so much an opposition, but 

as two extremes of a continuum (Alasuutari 2009, 32). Some have even labeled the 

division obsolete and misleading (Moses & Knutsen 2007, 293), but since it has been 

used for quite some time and is rather self-evident, I see no reason to refrain myself 

from using it in my thesis. However, a few definitions about the methodology should be 

made in order to clarify the epistemological underpinnings of my thesis. 

 

My research does not aim to find evidence supporting or contradicting any given 

theoretical model, but rather to try to explain and clarify the pulp mill project in 

Uruguay as a social phenomenon. Qualitative research allows examining research 

questions that cannot be quantifiable (Berg 2001, 7). Survey-based questionnaires are 

not a practical method that applies for all research questions. Meanings, symbols and 

conceptions are hardly quantifiable subjective aspects (ibid. 10) and since meanings, as 

in perceptions of actions, are at the core of my study, qualitative methods appear more 

suitable than quantitative. 

 

The phrase “qualitative methods” does not point to an exact method, but is more of an 

umbrella concept for a variety of methods. Thus, I have specifically chosen the case 
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study approach, which includes interviews, observations, document analysis and so 

forth (Gillham 2000, 13). A case study provides a perfect means to test a work 

hypothesis and create new ideas, which is exactly what I am attempting to achieve in 

my thesis (Laine et al. 2007, 19). When conducting a case study the phenomenon that 

the case represents is not always clear from the beginning. As the case becomes more 

familiar and the researcher begins to understand it in a more coherent manner while 

conducting the research, its links to the phenomenon it represent become clearer (ibid. 

20). 

 

I will present my findings following a content analysis of the material. Content analysis 

is a method that enables the organizing of the material in order to draw conclusions 

from the qualitative data. Content analysis is therefore merely a tool for the actual 

theoretical analysis, which is based on the organized and systematically presented 

material (Grönfors 1982, 161). 

 

When citing an informant, I have decided to use only the date of the interview as a 

reference. In some cases the informants were public servants, and in others they had no 

objections of me naming then in my thesis. However, since not all were comfortable I 

have opted to use a uniform way of citing all of them, for the exception of the staff of 

MDP. They are not once directly cited; instead, when I argue MDP’s view on any given 

matter being something, it is based on the opinion of the staff. I feel that the official 

view of the company, in the form of their code of conduct or the management’s opinion 

cannot be the only source defining the company’s work. They do matter, but at least 

equally important are the employee’s day-to-day routines and their views. Especially 

when taking a constructivist viewpoint, the whole of the company’s operations should 

be understood to base on the entirety of every single employee’s work. The rest of the 

informants are cited by referring only to the place and the date of the interview in order 

to secure their anonymity. In some instances, the interviewee can be identified easily if 

one wishes to go through a little trouble. These cases are but a few, and the interviewees 

in question had no objections of being named. 
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3.3 Description of the research material 

 

The material for my thesis was mainly gathered between April and May of 2012 in 

Uruguay. Data was collected by participant observation and interviewing. Most of the 

time I was situated in the local office of Montes del Plata in Colonia del Sacramento and 

conducted interviews in the surroundings of the construction site of the pulp mill. A 

small number of interviews were done in the northern municipality of Paysandú, where 

a large number of eucalyptus plantations, owned by several producers in addition to 

Montes del Plata, are situated. More specifically, they were carried out around and in 

the towns of Piedras Coloradas and Quebracho. One additional interview was made in 

Montevideo. 

 

I conducted a total of 18 interviews in Spanish, and in addition I participated in three 

stakeholder meetings in which a total number of 16 persons attended. Apart from two, 

the interviews were organized by MDP and were considered stakeholders by the 

company. Even in one of the interviews not organized by the company, the person in 

question was considered a stakeholder. The stakeholder meetings were conducted with 

primary stakeholders, as well as half of the interviews. The rest of the interviewees were 

closer to the secondary stakeholder category. The primary stakeholders in question 

represented different state institutions, government officials and environmental NGOs. 

The secondary stakeholders were mostly people working and/or living in the area 

affected by MDP’s operations, but without direct contact to the company. The area 

affected here refers to the localities in Colonia where the contractors’ temporary 

housings were built and Conchillas, the nearest town to the construction site. In the 

northern regions of the country, in Paysandú and its surroundings, the area of effect is 

vaguer, since the plantations have had an impact on the local societies that defies a 

geographical definition. I recorded those twelve of the eighteen interviews, which I 

supposed to represent key informants. In addition to this, I took notes of all the 

interviews and held a research diary, which is manually written and thirty pages long on 

a A5 sized notebook. 
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The interviews were between semi-structured and theme interviews. In order not to 

affect the direction of the interviews, the interviewees were given the opportunity to 

express themselves freely. This flexibility was meant to ensure that the interviewees 

would air their opinions, without any possible effect that my own presumptions might 

have on them. The interviewees were informed that at the time I was enlisted as an 

employee for Stora Enso. All interviewees participated voluntarily and received no 

reimbursement, except in one case a cup of coffee. 

3.4 Reflections 

 

My own role in the data gathering requires close examination. As an intern i.e. 

employee of the company whose actions I was studying, I am in risk of being biased 

towards presenting the findings in a favorable light for Stora Enso. Even more, merely 

that SE assisted me in my thesis is positive publicity for it, never mind what the findings 

are. Obviously the company benefits of being able to show critics that they have 

provided an outsider, as in independent (granted, in this case quasi-independent) 

researcher, the possibility to study their actions. True as this may be, I did not at any 

moment feel that I was under pressure or pushed towards certain findings. I had the 

freedom to present my findings as I saw fit, as critical or as negative as they might have 

been, and I hope I have expressed this clearly throughout my analysis. The only time the 

company explicitly participated in my work was when they provided me with a list of 

people who they considered their stakeholders.  

 

Now, an altogether different question is that would the company have provided the same 

sort of assistance if my focus would have been on their activities, say, in China (see for 

example the documentary film Red Forest Hotel [2012]), where they have drawn more 

criticism than in the relatively little attention drawing activities in Uruguay. This is to 

say, that by agreeing to the internship I became part of a system that might be accused to 

be greenwashing e.g. cleaning the image of the company by polishing it through 

campaigns that have little to do with the company’s core actions. CSR has been 

criticized of not taking into account the corporate practices that are central to 

companies’ profitability (Jenkins & Newell 2013, 381).  
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However, without the participation of SE, I would not have been able to collect the 

material in the same amount of time that it took me now. Also, as I do not feel that Stora 

Enso’s CSR efforts are only intended to brandish the corporate image, I felt I had no 

moral obstacles in working for the company’s behalf. What remains for me to do is to 

express these facts and that I understand the moral dilemma herein, and try to stay as 

objective as I possibly can and present my findings in an analytical and transparent way. 

 

My role as an employee of the company might have affected the interviewees. I did the 

most that I could to make them understand my role in order to assure that they voiced 

their genuine opinions. As a researcher, my values and assumptions affect my views and 

thinking. It should not however affect the way, or which opinions and findings of my 

research, I choose to present. In order to secure this I have to keep a critical perspective 

both towards my own thinking and my cultural and political standpoint (Raento 2007, 

259). It should be noted, that most of the people interviewed have either been in 

conversation in a regular basis with the company or had been given the opportunity to 

express their opinions. This leads to believe that my role did not affect the information 

provided to me, since they had already had a possibility to present their views to the 

staff of Montes Del Plata. What is of more concern and could possibly skew my 

findings is the fact that the majority of the informants were people suggested by staff of 

MDP. This possible distortion in the sample was intended to be properly addressed by 

interviewing Uruguayan researchers and and identifying further informants based on 

those interviews. However, this could not be accomplished since my fieldwork period 

was unexpectedly shortened. For personal reasons I was forced to return home early, 

which meant the cancelation of potentially significant interviews. The latter part of the 

fieldwork was intended to consist of interviews of researchers and NGOs utilizing the 

snowball effect. Even though some of the researchers were later contacted by email, and 

a satisfactory amount of written material was gathered, the possibility of having missed 

key informants remains. 

 

I have tried to address this possible methodological shortcoming by data triangulation 
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(Laine et al. 2007, 23-24). In addition to the primary data source, interviews, I rely on 

both participatory observation (in the form of following the staff of MDP in their work 

and participating in stakeholder meetings) and secondary literary sources. The latter 

refers to the written material of Grupo Guayubira. Also, the use of different methods 

should increase the reliability of my study.  

 

Prior to the fieldwork period I had familiarized myself with the theoretical discussion 

about CSR by reading a significant amount of literature on the subject. I had also read 

studies written about the venture of another Finnish pulp and paper company, Metsä-

Botnia, in Uruguay, as well as the published material of both SE and MDP on the 

activities that the latter conducts in Uruguay (Pakkasvirta 2008a, Kurittu 2008). 

Probably due to the reading about the Uruguayan-Argentine conflict and the problems 

that SE has encountered in neighbouring Brazil, I had an assumption that there would be 

a significant amount of people opposing the project. This turned out to be a false 

assumption, which somewhat made my work harder, since most of the interviewees 

were quite happy with the company. My original plan, to study the differences in the 

meanings of responsibility in the materials produced by the projects critics and the 

company, needed to be discarded. It's noteworthy, that such critics do exist, but their 

small number would have made a study based solely on them ultimately far more 

uninteresting. However, the material produced by the critics has been taken into account 

in my thesis. 

4. Forest industry in Latin America 
 

The global pulp industry in Latin America has been studied to some extent from the 

perspective of pulp conflicts (see e.g. Kröger 2007 and 2010, Kröger & Nylund 2012, 

Pakkasvirta 2008a). 

 

The Finnish forest industry is nothing new to the area. Another Finnish multinational 

corporation, Metsä-Botnia (now Metsä-Fibre) built a pulp mill during 2005-2007 in 

Fray Bentos, in the neighboring department of the site of the current project. The project 

was not welcomed with open arms, at least on the Argentinian side of the river. Jussi 
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Pakkasvirta (2008a) has done a study, which explores the dispute that escalated to a 

political crisis between Argentina and Uruguay. The fact that the plant was built near the 

border of the two countries and affected the border river made it an international 

question. The project caused the formation of a large grassroots movement on the 

Argentinian side, which eventually prevented all traffic over the bridge connecting the 

two countries and forced the closure of the border. Kröger has suggested that some of 

the reasons behind the conflict had to do with the bruised grand narrative of the 

Argentinian nation-state that had been hurt in the financial crisis of 2001 (Kröger 2007, 

35). Also, of great interest is that during the conflict the civil society – and the way it 

used different official national and transnational channels to gain leverage – played a 

central part (ibid. 33). 

 

Pakkasvirta points out, that in the case of Botnia in Fray Bentos the perspectives that 

different actors held about the project were fundamentally different. Due to an 

incapability to communicate with each other these differences weren't solved or the 

opinions brought closer together (Pakkasvirta 2008a, 116). A discursive CSR program, 

meaning more dialogue with the stakeholders and taking their opinion more into 

account, would have been an obvious key to resolve, or better yet to prevent such a 

scenario from ever occurring. 

4.1 Agrobusiness 

 

Industrial forestry developed in the latter part of the 19
th

 century and was based on both 

technological and chemical innovations. Scandinavia, whose forests had provided raw 

material in the form of timber started to provide material to the emergent pulp (and 

paper) industry (Kuisma 1993, 256-260). Most importantly, land ownership was 

fragmented and in 1925 a legislation restricting corporate ownership of forest holdings 

was passed (Kröger 2013, 7). This led effectively to a large societal benefiting from the 

blossoming industry. 

 

A century later industrial forestry has expanded and transformed into a global business. 

While the technological advances have continued to develop the industry, now even the 
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extraction of raw material has changed. Whereas in earlier days the industry first started 

and slowly developed close to the raw material, now whole forests are being exported in 

the form of corporate owned plantations. As Kröger argues, this makes a crucial 

difference: the investments have a much smaller positive economic effect in their host 

societies than in the past, both because of their large scale and land ownership patterns 

(Kröger 2013, 11). 

 

The new large-scale forest industry has been labeled agroforestry. Kröger argues that the 

effects on the host countries’ economies are so unlike that they represent almost 

different industry sectors. Peculiar to this new form of industry are the expanding 

monoculture due to its dependence on the plantations, small need of manual labor and 

import-orientation (Kröger 2007, 27-28). Agroforestry is a part of a larger phenomenon: 

agrobusiness. The term is usually used to combine large-scale agricultural industries 

that operate globally. Most notably agroforestry is linked with soy, biofuel etc. Often the 

plantations needed for the cultivation of raw materials are situated in toll free zones 

(Pakkasvirta 2008a, 47; Pakkasvirta 2008b, 136). The global forest industry should be 

distinguished from the 20
th

 century forest industry and understood to be a part of a new 

industry, agrobusiness (Pakkasvirta 2008a, 39). 

 

While the economic impacts on the host countries are arguably minimal, the 

consequences on the host countries’ economies can be drastic. For example in Brazil, 

agrobusiness had caused numerous societal conflicts between forest companies and 

indigenous communities. Even though the companies themselves may not have 

deliberately caused conflicts, their presence and effect on other stakeholders has led to a 

number of problems concerning land ownership and socio-economic changes. Partly 

this is due to the TNCs’ lack of understanding the contextual characteristics and local 

knowledge. (Myllylä & Takala 2011, 55-56). 

4.2 Uruguayan context 

 

Land ownership issues concerning indigenous groups are practically nonexistent in 

Uruguay. The country differs from e.g. neighboring Brazil, where displacement and 
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evictions are more common, in lacking a multitude of indigenous minorities; the 

country’s inhabitants are largely descendants of European migrants (Rossi 2010, 91). 

 

 

The Uruguayan economy has traditionally been based on export-oriented agriculture. 

The model’s foundations were laid already during the colonial times, when the natural 

characteristics of the pampa offered suitable surroundings for extensive cattle tending 

(Rossi 2010, 91). The most important forms are cattle tending and agriculture (including 

rice cultivation), which made up 61,8% and 24,8%, respectively, of agricultural land use 

(cf. forest plantations 5,8%) in 2010. For decades a clear trend can be recognized: the 

number of farms has decreased as the mean size has grown. During the period between 

1963 and 2011, the rural population shrunk from 20% to 5% of the total population 

(Fernández & Carámbula 2012, 91-92). 

 

A new element, in the form of industrial plantations, has appeared in the Uruguayan 

landscape. They comprise not only of tree plantations but also soy; the two industries 

occupy both around 850 000 hectares of land. The growth rate of zones under 

plantations has accelerated since 1987 when a new law regulating forestry was passed. 

The law incentivized and promoted planting of trees for industrial purposes (Carámbula 

& Piñeiro 2006, 67). There has been a change in the production structures, which in turn 

has raised land prices and affected the rural social structures (Fernández & Carámbula 

2012, 94-95). The decrease in the number of farms can be seen to indicate the arrival of 

agrobusiness to Uruguay (Rossi 2010, 94). Rossi further argues that for decades the 

Uruguayan government has promoted the neoliberal model and kept the role of the state 

minimal (Rossi 2010, 101). 

 

For the moment, the plantations are not competing directly for land with the traditional 

agriculture, since sufficient land, which was unsuitable for food production, has been 

possible to allocate to the plantations. This most probably has played a part in the lack 

of conflicts within Uruguay concerning the new industry (Pakkasvirta 2008a, 41). The 

plantations are unevenly distributed, with 80% of them in the departments of 

Tacuarembó, Rivera, Paysandú, Río Negro, Lavalleja y Durazno (Carámbula & Piñeiro 
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2006, 67). 

 

Carámbula, Menéndez and Piñeiro have noted that the investments made in Uruguay, 

even though largest in the country’s history, represent more than economic stimulus. 

They argue that the investments are a local embodiment of a global network, which not 

only offers an influx of capital, but also undermines the legitimacy of sustainable 

development (Carámbula et al. 2011, 16). They state that Uruguay is not much more 

than a spectator in the global network of capital, whose rationale follows the rules of 

global economy and is in constant change. Furthermore, the arrival of such investments 

is likely to cause contradictions between locals because of existing ways of thinking and 

operating in the field of agriculture (ibid. 19). 

 

The establishment and growth of plantations, both of eucalyptus and soy, coincides with 

the global turn to neoliberalism. Rossi argues that even though there is a boom of 

investment, it does not happen in a frame of a coherent economic and social 

development, but rather according to the needs of capital growth (Rossi 2010, 98). This 

reflects perfectly the difference between the former state-led model of the 1960s and the 

current one. 

 

Actors of the global forest industry had been preparing investments in the region since 

the 1970s, if the growing number of plantations can be used as an indicator (Pakkasvirta 

2008a, 66). In the end, the first company to build a pulp mill in the area turned out to be 

Finnish-based Metsä-Botnia, which was relieved of paying tolls in exchange to a yearly 

compensation to the Uruguayan state in 2004 (ibid. 71). What followed was the 

environmental-political conflict between Argentina and Uruguay, which was caused 

partly due to the mill’s construction to the proximity of the border river and that has 

been studied to some extent (Pakkasvirta 2008a, Kurittu 2008). The Spanish pulp and 

paper company Ence had been planning to build its own mill in Fray Bentos, chose to 

look for a more convenient location after the turmoil caused by the construction of 

Botnia’s mill (Kröger 2007, 24). Eventually this led to the current location, which 

Montes Del Plata inherited from Ence after SE had bought its operations in Uruguay. 
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While MDP’s pulp mill is planned to be sourced by pulpwood coming from its own 

plantations (Stora Enso 2011b), which have been mainly erected in areas poorly suited 

for alternative production, there have been concerns about the diffusion of plantations to 

areas that are used by traditional agriculture. A weekly publication has accused MDP of 

having struck a deal with the Uruguayan authorities in which the soil types would be 

reclassified in order to enable the planting of eucalyptus in areas now classified to other 

agricultural use (Grupo Guayubira 2011). 

5. Uruguayan perceptions 
 

This chapter presents the data and findings that I collected during the fieldwork period. I 

have divided the findings according to a common division of CSR. It should be noted 

that the data was collected in two distinctly different surroundings: firstly near the 

construction site of the pulp mill (i.e. small local communities and nearest cities) and 

secondly in the rural areas nearby large plantations. What distinguishes these areas is 

the scale of the visible impact of the industrial forestry upon them. While the plantations 

have changed the landscape and to some extent the societal structures, for the time 

being the construction of the pulp mill is far more tangible with the thousands of 

workers and heavy traffic all clustered in one small area. 

5.1 Economic 

 

The economic impact of Montes Del Plata presents itself very differently at the micro 

level to different individuals. For many, the forest industry enables new possibilities of 

revenue. This is especially the case in the north, where seasonal work is needed for 

numerous tasks related to logging and taking care of the tree plantations. The relatively 

new forms of employment related to the new industry are largely seen as positive by the 

local people. Although there have been plantations in the area since the 1970s, the 

investments in the form of pulp mills that have been made during the last decade has 

seen a rise in forestry-related employment. 
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Interestingly, Visser remarks that economic responsibilities are often emphasized in 

CSR by companies when operating in developing countries. Partly due to the shortage 

of foreign investments, this makes the economic impact appealing. But also because of 

the genuine increase in GDP for which the companies can take credit for (Visser 2009, 

490). The only real critical view related to the economic sphere was from a local 

producer. 

 

On one hand, the arrival of MDP provides opportunities for landowners to either rent or 

sell their lands and thus providing a new form of revenue. On the other hand these new 

possibilities raise the price of labor force, which makes it harder for the existing 

producers to find skillful work force. When discussing the price of labor one informant 

complained: 

”you know, when they pay you more to go to the construction site obviously you 

go. For us [farmers and winegrowers] it’s different, we need the [outside] 

workforce for the harvest. (Conchillas 2.5.2012)” 

 

For agricultural entrepreneurs in Uruguay industrial forestry is seen as a competitor. Not 

only are they competing over land, but also labour force. The rise of land prices does 

not benefit landowners who are reluctant to sell their lands in the first place. MDP has 

an arrangement with some producers that their livestock can graze in the plantations, 

which has been argued to benefit the animals (VIITE). In addition to this, there are little 

gains for agricultural producers from the presence of MDP. In Colonia this is obvious: 

“We don’t benefit at all but we have to live with the harms. The road was 

blocked and now we have to go around a longer way. There’s more traffic and 

they have to cut the electricity when the parts of the mill are transported. 

(Conchillas 2.5.2012)” 

Temporality of construction and labour model 

From MDP’s perspective their actions’ economic sustainability is achieved by 

employment creation. In the district of Colonia, MDP has launched a trainee program 
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for local youth in order to capacitate them to work as technicians in the mill. 25 young 

adults attended the first course, which was underway in April 2012.  

 

The exact economic impact of the mill has only been estimated. However, this does not 

mean that, for many people it does represent a stimulus for the Uruguayan economy. For 

some, the pulp mill project represents nothing more than a foreign investment, which 

would serve as an example for other potential investors. Asked about the economic 

impact of MDP, one informant stated that “this serves as an example that you can invest 

in Uruguay”. This was a common perception about the economic impact to the country. 

 

For the mayor of Carmelo, one of two the towns where the temporary housings for the 

laborers were built, Montes Del Plata’s arrival represented straightforwardly positive 

associations in economic terms. Speaking of the economic impact he said: 

“The salary is good, very good in Uruguayan standards. I don’t know if [MDP’s 

arrival] is seen as a salvation. In two years we don’t know what the situation will 

be. People need to be prepared to face the reality in two years. (Carmelo 

22.4.2012)” 

So as much as the economic windfall benefited the people at the time of the 

construction, he acknowledged the temporary nature of the project and suspected that 

there might exist unrealistic expectations beyond that time among the public.  

 

Another point related to this was the question of the labor force that had moved to the 

area during the construction phase. Even though the work was meant to be short-term, 

at the time of writing they were estimated to last until the end of the year 2013, in which 

case the overall time would have been two and a half years. For some this has meant 

moving from the other parts of the country more or less permanently and the integration 

of these people is what worries some of the interviewees. MDP had an employee, whose 

specific job was to organize activities for the workforce. In his words  

“you see instantly who is not going to fit in. They come here and stay for a few 

weeks and leave. (Conchillas 22.4.2012)” 
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Also, in the areas near the plantations there seemed to be more discontent amongst the 

interviewees. Partly this might be due to the low need of labour that the plantations 

need. Be as it may, this would imply that there is a discrepancy between the locals’ 

expectation and the current situation. As the plantations have been in place for decades, 

these are areas where the lasting effects on societies are already visible. In contrast, near 

the construction site most interviewees stated that the current situation is only a passing 

phase, and that only time will tell how the overall impact of the mill would show. In 

addition, many of the people interviewed in Colonia had a friend or a relative working 

in the construction site. 

 

It depends on the viewpoint how one chooses to see the overall economic picture; on the 

one hand there is an enormous (although still an estimate, and the mill’s operating in a 

toll free zone somewhat undermines this view) economic stimulus to the Uruguayan 

GDP. At the same time the representatives of the previously dominant model are 

suffering from the indirect competition. As Rossi states, the small-scale producers are 

being marginalized because of the ongoing structural change (Rossi 2010, 99). 

5.2 Environmental 

 

The environmental aspect of the project is curious. In my interviews the environment 

and concerns related to it were expressed as an anxiety, some form of uncertainty of the 

change that the new industry would bring along. However, also totally indifferent 

comments were voiced. In most cases when the informants had environmental concerns, 

the economy was given primacy over them. 

 

Perhaps one of the most interesting opinions was that the environmental responsibility 

does not reside with MDP but with DINAMA, a government agency that designs, 

supervises and evaluates national plans for the environment and national resources. This 

expresses a strong faith in the bureaucratic system of the country, but following this 

reasoning the company (nor any other actor bar the state) would have any responsibility 
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whatsoever.  

 

A key interview held with a representative of Grupo Guayubira, a Uruguayan 

environmentalist NGO, highlights some interesting issues. What is central to their 

opposing of MDP is in fact the spreading of monoculture through the eucalyptus 

plantations, not so much other forms of environmental threats. 

“We do not have anything against the forest industry itself. If MDP wants to 

produce pulp as in Finland, based on sustainable forest management, it’s ok. 

(Montevideo 3.5.2012)” 

 

Concerning the environmental aspect could be seen a division between the two main 

geographical areas where the interviews were carried out. Mostly near the plantations 

people tended to have a more critical notion about the change in the environment. 

Granted, in these parts of Uruguay the landscape has changed dramatically over the 

years and the change has intensified while the pastures have given more and more way 

to the eucalyptus plantations. Even though they could not always name specific 

concerns, the change in the surroundings raised concerns: 

“The soil must be degrading because of the plantations. It’s logical, how can all 

these trees grow and the soil stays the same? (Paysandú 26.4.2012)” 

 

Some informants had clearly more knowledge of both the environment as the effects the 

plantations might have on it: 

“Quebracho is situated over two subterranean lakes. I’m worried the 

groundwater will be contaminated (Quebracho 26.4.2012).” 

 

Not all were interested in environmental issues; some stated that they had had concerns 

prior to the Botnia case; but that it had set an example that pulp industry can be safe. A 

pragmatic view was that even if built outside of Uruguay, up the river, the 

environmental risks would persist. In that case, the Uruguayans would not benefit at all 

and still carry the same risks that now. 
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A contrary opinion was heard from the mayor of Carmelo, who stated that the 

environmental issues were not of his or his district’s concern, but that of Conchillas’ and 

the national authorities, such as DINAMA. These views clearly suggest that the 

environmental risks are seen as highly local and do not cause concern except for the 

immediate vicinity of the mill. 

 

By far the most common critique in Colonia was the increase of traffic. This was also 

the most visible part of the project, because of the daily buses driving the laborers back 

and forth to the construction site as well as the heavy machinery needed in the 

constructions. Interestingly, also in Paysandú, traffic was one of the more common 

points of critique. Industrial forestry is dependent on heavy traffic in order to provide 

raw material to the pulp mills; that is transporting the logs from the plantations to the 

mills. This causes substantial traffic and erosion to the roads, especially when they are 

unpaved gravel roads, as in rural Uruguay. 

 

5.3 Social 

 

When it comes to social issues, many informants expressed concerns about the seasonal 

work force. Especially there appeared to exist reservations towards those workers who 

came from outside the region. In many interviews the fact that outsider workforce 

caused social disturbances was articulated. Their presence was underlined by their 

appearances: in many cases informants referred to the ”chalecos naranjas” (literally: 

orange vests), meaning the workers that spent their past time in nearby cities in their 

MDP safety vests. 

“From a social point of view, it’s complicated. There are social problems; that is 

inevitable. But this is not the fault of the company. In order to secure that the 

[local] people do not start to despise Montes Del Plata, the issue must be 

addressed. The problems need to be mitigated. Up until now, the mitigation has 

been little (Carmelo 24.4.2012).” 
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An important point arose from the interview with Grupo Guayubira’s representative. 

Even though forceful evictions have not taken place in Uruguay, the change in the 

socio-economical setting has led to displacement of people.  

“It’s not that they forcefully evict people. People move because of changes in 

their employment possibilities. This leads to a change in the social structure in 

the rural areas. (Montevideo 3.5.2012).” 

This was a point expressed in two other interviews with local people in Paysandú. 

While the environmental aspect is primary to the NGO, they explicitly oppose the social 

changes the industry causes. 

 

Many informants underlined that the current state of affairs was a transitory phase, and 

only when the mill would be up and running the true impact could be felt and therefore 

the assessment of MDP’s responsibility could really be made. Some of the most 

important questions were related to the employment possibilities for Uruguayans as 

soon as the construction phase was over. While construction workers are easy to find, 

competent technicians are harder to find in Uruguay. 

 

MDP had begun a social development program in the small town of Conchillas, which 

is the closest population center to the construction site. Through a third party, a 

consultancy that organized workshops etc., the community had been offered a chance to 

develop their community in any way they seemed fit. MDPs role was to provide funding 

to the results that were to be produced in the group. The program aspired for local 

development, but the consultants were eager to produce sustainable, lasting results. This 

had led to differing views of how the program should be led. Moreover, since the direct 

participation of MDP in the program was little, concerns were raised whether or not 

anything would be achieved or rather if the program was only a way of keeping the 

locals busy. A rather cynical informant stated: 

“The ones who are active and could possibly start a confrontation have been 

gathered together to do something to keep them busy (Conchillas 3.5.2012).” 
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What makes the local development program interesting is that in many different 

instances MDP stated that it did not wish to participate in activities of philanthropic 

nature. For example the direct, long-term funding of schools and clubs was one such 

example of activities that were not seen as suitable. This was reasoned by arguing that 

in case the company was to make cuts to its budget, these were probably going to be the 

first things to be discontinued. 

5.4 Distinctive issues 

 

In many cases, people also seemed to think that the tree plantations pale by comparison 

to the soy agriculture. This reflects the way in which agrobusiness has been considered 

in academic research (cf. Pakkasvirta 2008b, 136). At the grassroots level agroforestry 

is seen as a part of a larger industry: agrobusiness. The benefits and harms of soy and 

eucalyptus plantations are merged in people’s understanding. Whether this is due to an 

image presented in the media or some other institutions remains unclear.  

 

What is significant is that many interviewees held one of the three aspects, usually the 

economic one, more important than the rest. However, in some cases, as with Grupo 

Guayubira, the environmental aspect was of primary concern. This finding coincides 

with Visser’s argument that companies tend to underline the economic side of CSR 

(Visser 2009, 490). 

 

A fundamental difference between Colonia and the near the plantations is that in the 

former MDP is attempting to cover as much ground possible informing the locals about 

the effects and schedule of its operations. A similar effort could not be seen in the 

northern districts. This is no doubt due to the massive scale of the constructions and 

their disturbances on people’s everyday lives. However, through informing the locals 

MDP holds a medium of communication, in the form a TV channel and radio dedicated 

to information about MDP, which can nonetheless make the company more familiar 

amongst the locals. Where this information channel does not exist, people do not have 

firsthand knowledge about the company. 
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An interesting point that emerged in practically all the interviews held near the 

plantations was that people do not tend to separate or simply do not distinguish the 

different companies operating in the region. In addition to Montes Del Plata, several 

other global and national pulp and paper companies have plantations and/or other 

operations in the same area. People do not distinguish the different companies, but 

rather the forest industry represents one block, which would imply that the companies’ 

message has not reached all stakeholders. Or, that not all local people are seen to 

represent stakeholders of any real interest. 

 

Primary and secondary stakeholders obviously are not in an equal position when it 

comes to information. Even so, many primary stakeholders lamented their current 

knowledge of things to come. While many of the secondary stakeholders have high 

expectations, they tend to be based on little factual knowledge. What is of most interest 

is that the secondary stakeholders are usually those local people who have little contact 

with MDP except for their geographical proximity, and yet whose everyday life will be 

(or already is) affected directly or indirectly by MDPs operations. The most common 

comment present in the interviews was the lack of information, no matter if the 

stakeholders were categorized as primary or secondary. However, when analyzed 

geographically a clear division can be found.  

 

While the interviewees in Colonia mainly referred to the impact of MDP and its’ CSR 

work in an indifferent way and in many cases underlined the transitory phase that they 

were experiencing due to the ongoing constructions, near the plantations more critical 

views were heard. Based on these findings, two conclusions with appropriate 

annotations can be drawn: 

 

Firstly, the vague definition of CSR does indeed allow different interpretations about 

accountability. Even in the relatively straightforward three-dimensional categorization 

that I have applied leaves room for misunderstandings and misinterpretations. 

Furthermore, even when agreeing in one or two aspects of CSR, differences in one 
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dimension can be crucial.  

 

In this case, CSR appears to denote for the company mainly following standardized 

routines and checklists. Working this way leaves little room for contextual 

understanding of the local environment. This enables different interpretations about 

MDP’s accountability, even though the company is following many voluntary 

international CSR agreements. Most evident this is in the dispute between MDP and 

Grupo Guayubira, the latter which opposes MDP’s operations based on the 

environmental factor no matter how well the other parts of CSR they might carry out.  

 

When it comes to local development the community project funded by MDP, it appears 

to be too disconnected from the company’s operations to be properly included in the 

sphere of CSR. However locally led, the project does not concentrate on the effects of 

MDP’s actions. Rather, it provides a form of mitigating some of the nuisances caused by 

the company. Mitigation, interestingly, was a word used by many of the interviewees. 

One way to interpret this is to understand MDP aspiring to cause as little negative 

effects as possible. While a sensible approach, it does not reflect a clear understanding 

or cohesive vision of how MDP wishes to develop the local communities. 

 

Secondly, the temporal perspective vis-à-vis the change to the developmental path of the 

areas of which the interviewees voice their views probably directs their opinions in a 

more critical way. A constructivist viewpoint is crucial in understanding this argument: 

what start at first as mere expectations about the distant future slowly become more real 

and start to represent what would in fact be through common discourse. When time 

passes and the future does not live up to the expectations, the discrepancy between those 

two realities can cause frustration in locals. This could be affected by making sure 

unrealistic expectations do not develop in the first place. 

 

The second conclusion should be carefully read, since the more concrete presence of the 

plantations might have a stronger influence in the opinion of the locals than the 

relatively less noticeable pulp mill. Again, this cannot be validated prior to the finishing 
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of the constructions. Only after the day-to-day activities of the pulp mill have begun, 

can the two areas be properly compared. 

 

Furthermore, none of the interviewees that represented citizens (as opposed to 

government employees or public servants) suggested that the responsibility lies within 

Montes Del Plata (apart from the one view that claimed that DINAMA was responsible 

for the environmental responsibility of MDP). This can be read to exemplify the 

politization of the private sector or TNCs, following Teivainen’s view (Teivainen 2013, 

89). When considering that the pulp mill is constructed in a toll free zone, it becomes 

clear that the state’s economic authority in this case is minimal. This would imply that 

there is a political vacuum somewhere in the structures of the functioning of the 

Uruguayan state, or perhaps a policy vacuum when it comes to TNCs and FDIs. 

6. Conclusion 
 

In this thesis I have discussed the role of transnational corporations in developing 

countries through a case study concentrating on responsibility in the form of a pulp and 

paper company in Uruguay. The research allows identifying with which agency the 

responsibility of the company’s actions ultimately resides with. The research questions 

were formulated in order to comprehend how accountability is constructed in Uruguay 

among the stakeholders of Montes Del Plata. The aim was to identify first the meaning 

of corporate social responsibility for different actors, and secondly to try to establish 

where the accountability is located. 

 

In order to achieve this, relevant discussions concerning CSR were reviewed. Also, the 

role of CSR and its positioning in the fields of political science and economics was 

presented.  Following that, the methods used in my study were discussed, as was the 

specific context of the case in point. What remains is to draw some final conclusions. 

 

When TNCs begin their operations, for example industrial forestry, in new locations 

they automatically affect the areas’ intrinsic development trajectories. Whatever the 
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outcomes, or the new socio-economic structure, will be is impossible to know in 

advance. Agroforestry, however ethically operated, is prone to cause conflicts because 

of its multi-dimensional aspect, which entails the political, economic and environmental 

spheres. This of course applies to the whole global agroindustry, and most likely to any 

TNC operating in developing countries. 

 

While the importance of the pulp mill is emphatically presented in economic terms, as it 

now seems, then the benefactors should be the people of Uruguay collectively. 

However, if the economic gains do not reach the citizens, then the legitimacy of such 

investments should be scrutinized. This brings forth questions of legitimacy and 

democracy, which at the moment have not been dealt with. The question arises where 

should this debate take place. If transnational corporations would unilaterally decide to 

engage more actively in developing the countries in which they operate in, it would 

explicitly challenge the authority of the state. Moreover, the economic sphere is not 

separate from other policy sectors. 

 

As has been presented above, CSR is an ambiguous term, but perhaps more importantly 

it carries implicit connotations of the distribution of power, which can be analysed 

through the phenomenon of economism. Whether or not such a development is taking 

place in Uruguay is harder to answer. Although clearly foreign companies have shaped 

the politics of Uruguay, in my view it is too early to declare that the states’ authority has 

diminished. However, this remains to be seen. The alleged agreement in which the 

government has promised perquisites for the company could prove to represent such 

development. Moreover, even granting tax reliefs for transnational corporations can be 

understood to represent such an event. As long as the reasoning behind the economic 

gains is based on the centrality of the state that collects taxes and distributes services to 

its citizens, it does not hold. First of all, the tax benefits diminish the economic gains of 

the state. As long as the state’s role is seen to consist of providing even the most basic 

services, and doing so by collecting taxes, then attempts to avoid paying them can be 

seen as undermining the state. 
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What most definitely should be done in the academic discussion is to link corporate 

social responsibility more thorougly with the discussion about tax planning. Likewise, a 

common universal definition should be produced and managed by a supranational 

institution. As long as there is no consensus of the definite definition of CSR, all 

activities labeled responsible by the companies executing them can correspond to it. 

 

This study has aimed to provide a gimpse of how transnational corporations take part in 

societies’ development in the grassroots level. Corporate social responsibility could 

provide a useful tool to make transnational corporations engage more actively in the 

pursuit of development goals. For the time being, according to the case in point, this 

does not happen. 

 

Given the economic, and arguably political, weight of the transnational corporations 

corporate social responsibility in developing countries should be researched more 

thoroughly. An interesting subject would be to identify and compare strategies that 

different states apply with transnational corporations operating within their territories. 

Likewise, the strategies of corporations operating in developing countries would be 

provide relevant information to the field of development studies. 
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